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Composing
With Eyes Open:
A Discussion
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and Contracts
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Ever since I first started working as a composer in the early 1980s, long before
I began practicing law, I was negotiating and drafting my own contracts. There
are some folks out there who prefer to work and collaborate based on a
handshake and another party’s good word. But even where there is no reason
to doubt that “good word,” such an approach to one’s professional work is a
mistake. Misunderstandings and unforeseen events occur in life, at times leading
to stress, tension, and disputes. The purpose of a contract is to spell out an
agreement in advance so the parties know what to expect from one another
and how to address such events should any crop up. Arguably, now more than
ever, given today’s uncertain financial times as well as the challenges and
opportunities provided by new media, it is important to start any collaborative
project (such as a commission) with a clear understanding of each party’s
obligations and responsibilities.
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Different projects and ventures call for diverse types of contracts. In this article,
I will be focusing on contract provisions related to the commission of new
works. None of the following information should be taken as legal advice, for
every situation is different, but this article provides points of reference for those
working in the field.
Ideally, any successful contract balances the interests of the parties. In other
words, it should not greatly favor one party’s interests over the other’s. This
type of balance not only generates a better sense of trust and agreement
between the parties to the contract, it also lends support to the enforceability
of the contract, should a dispute actually end up in court.
Specifically regarding commissions, a successful contract should address
(a) the scope of the composition; (b) the scheduling associated with the
creation of the new work and its premiere; and (c) certain other matters
related to the creation of the new work (such as copyright ownership).

What is the Scope of the Composition?

The contract should address the nature of the composition in as much detail as
possible. Broadly speaking, the contract should state for which medium the new
work is intended, i.e., for orchestra, band, chamber ensemble, chorus, or the stage.
More specifically, the instrumentation and voicings should be delineated, or at least
a framework should be defined. Will the piece for orchestra allow for doublings in
the wind instruments? May the composer utilize divisi in the strings or in the
chorus? Are all of the usual percussion instruments available? Will the composer
need to supply any less usual instruments, or will the commissioning party agree to
purchase or rent such instruments? These are just a few of the many questions
that one might need to raise in formulating this section of the contract.
In addition to basic decisions regarding the medium and the general length of
the piece (e.g., 8-10 minutes), if there is a text and it is not in the public domain,
continued on page 6

Seven emerging composers have been selected as
participants in the Minnesota Orchestra’s
10th Annual Composer Institute, a national
program offered in partnership with the American
Composers Forum and the American Music
Center. Composer Aaron Jay Kernis, the Institute’s
director, recently announced the winners, who
were chosen from a pool of 168 candidates
through a competitive process. The seven
composers selected represent four nationalities
and reside throughout the U.S., and their scores
encompass a variety of musical styles.
The 2010 Composer Institute participants are
Taylor Brizendine (Los Angeles, California);
Chinese-born Wang Jie (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania);
Russian-born Polina Nazaykinskaya (Austin,
Texas); Clint Needham (Bloomington, Indiana);
Ben Phelps (Los Angeles, California);Thailand
native Narong Prangcharoen (Kansas City,
Missouri); and David Weaver (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania). Photos and short bios of all seven
composers appear on page 3 inside.
“We received dozens of exceptionally-crafted
scores, which made the final choices difficult,”
says Kernis, who chaired the selection panel.
“The high quality of submissions confirms what
we know from past Institutes: the future of new
orchestral music is vibrant and strong.” Other panel
members included composers Augusta Read Thomas,
Bright Sheng, and Stacy Garrop (an Institute
alumnus) as well as the Minnesota Orchestra’s
assistant conductor Courtney Lewis.
In addition to the seven composers chosen to
participate in the 2010 Institute, the panel
designated the following as runners-up:
Michael Djupstrom, Max Giteck Duykers,
Irving Feng-Hsu Lee, Michael Gilbertson,
Tomas Ignacio Gueglio-Saccone, Robert
Honstein, Daniel Nelson, Christopher Trapani,
and Nicholas Vines. Cited for honorable mention
are: Karl Blench, Sung Hong, Ann Millikan,
Andreia Pinto Correia, and Evan Ware.
continued on page 3
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Composers Selected for 2010 Minnesota Orchestra
Composer Institute and “Future Classics” concert on October 29th

The Forum is thrilled to announce the
launch of a new education program
entitled ChoralQuest, a music series
for middle-level choir, written by worldclass composers. The series is designed
to breathe new life into the available
repertoire for choral students in middle
school and junior high, introduce
students to the composition process,
and give commissioned composers the
unique opportunity and challenge of
writing new works for young, changing voices. Based on the success of ACF’s decadelong BandQuest® program, the composers selected for ChoralQuest will partner with
a middle school in their area. Composers will visit rehearsals and engage with the
students before composing a piece specifically for them. These pieces will be published
by ACF and will be distributed exclusively by the Hal Leonard Corporation.

Beginning this fall, composer Stephen Paulus will begin a residency at Oak Grove
Middle School in Bloomington, Minnesota. The school’s Choir and Music Teacher, Bryan
Blessing, will work with Paulus to engage his students in the composition process.The
resulting piece will be premiered in December 2010 by Blessing’s middle school chorus.
The other two pieces in the series launch will be composed by Alice Parker of
Massachusetts in spring 2011 and Jerod Impichchaachaahá Tate of Oklahoma in fall
2011.
This past July, ACF convened the ChoralQuest National Advisory Committee to set
composer guidelines and refine the marketing strategy for the series, as well as brainstorm a “wish list” of future composers for the series. Committee members include:
Anton Armstrong (conductor, St. Olaf Choir), Bruce Becker (president, Minnesota
American Choral Directors Association), Bryan Blessing (Choral Director, Oak Grove
Middle School, Bloomington, Minn.), Nyssa Brown (Music Education Coordinator/CAPP
Coordinator, Perpich Center for Arts Education, Golden Valley, Minn.), Emily Crocker
(Vice President of Choral Publications, Hal Leonard Corporation; founder, Milwaukee
Children’s Chorus), Michael Culloton (artistic director, Honors Choirs of Southeast
Minnesota & Choral Arts Ensemble, Rochester, Minn.), Rollo Dilworth (composer,
conductor, clinician, and Director of Choral Activities and Music Education at the North
Park University School of Music, Chicago), Karen P. Fulmer (National President-Elect
Designate of the ACDA), Diana Leland (Immediate past-President Minnesota ACDA;
national ACDA steering committee), Eugene Rogers (Director of Choral Activities,
Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn.), and Mary Alice Stollak (Michigan State University,
retired).
“This new series will foster collaborations between composers and young singers
through a residency component,” says John Nuechterlein, the Forum’s president and
CEO. “It gives the composer and the students the opportunity to learn from each
other through this process.”

tokafi on innova

The Dutch folk who run tokafi describe their website as
“a portal, a space for discovery, a magazine and a radio
station.” They recently posted a flattering profile of the
Forum’s innova record label, based on an email interview
with Philip Blackburn, ACF’s director of artist services
and innova guru. You can read their profile online at
www.tokafi.com/news/innova-label-profile 

continued from cover

Taylor Brizendine has written for many mediums,
including prepared piano, brass ensemble, orchestra and
string quartet. His music has been performed by such
ensembles as the California Institute of the Arts Chamber
Orchestra and Oregon Pro Arte Youth Chamber
Orchestra. He studies composition and bassoon at the
California Institute of the Arts. The Orchestra will
perform his “Mandragora Officinarum.”

Taylor Brizendine

Wang Jie

Wang Jie is the 2009 winner of the prestigious
Underwood Emerging Composers Commission, which
will enable her to have a Carnegie Hall premiere with the
American Composers Orchestra. Her music has also
been showcased by the New York City Opera, New
Juilliard Ensemble, Rock School for Dance Education and
other institutions. She studied at the Manhattan School of
Music and Curtis Institute.The Orchestra will perform
her Symphony No. 1.
Polina Nazaykinskaya attended the Music Academic
Gymnasium and Moscow State Conservatory Music
College in her native Russia, then continued studies at the
Yale School of Music. She has won several composition
competitions, and her music has been performed at festivals including the Music Academy of the West, Norfolk
Chamber Music Festival and Cadiz Festival in Spain.
The Orchestra will perform her “Winter Bells.”

Polina
Nazaykinskaya

Clint Needham

Music by Clint Needham has been heard throughout the
U.S. at prominent festivals and venues, including Carnegie
Hall, the Aspen Music Festival, Cabrillo Festival of
Contemporary Music and Music Educators National
Conference. He has been commissioned by the American
Composers Orchestra and New York Youth Symphony,
among other ensembles. He earned degrees at BaldwinWallace Conservatory and Indiana University, where he is
now a doctoral fellow.The Orchestra will perform his
“The Body Electric.”

Current projects of Ben Phelps include “The
Mysterious Adventures of Johnny Crumb,” a
multimedia theater piece — for which he
wrote the story, book and music — that was
premiered by Los Angeles’ Rogue Artist
Ensemble. He holds degrees from the
University of California, Los Angeles, and he is
now a doctoral student at the USC Thornton
School of Music. In addition to composing, he
is also an active percussionist and has premiered many of his works for marimba.The
Orchestra will perform his “Overture
Maximus.”
Narong Prangcharoen has won many
international composition prizes, and his
music has been performed across four
continents by such ensembles as the Tokyo
Philharmonic, Pacific Symphony and
Melbourne Symphony. He is the founder of
the Thailand Composition Festival, and he has
been named a Contemporary National Artist
by the Thai government, which granted him
the prestigious Silapathorn Award. The
Orchestra will perform his “Namaskar.”
David Weaver is a composer and sound artist
who has also pursued a career in science; he
has studied at Swarthmore College and
Cornell University. His works include
orchestral and chamber music, as well as
electronic music and other sound-art
endeavors. The Orchestra will perform his
“Mutatis Mutandis.”

Ben Phelps

Narong Prangcharoen

David Weaver

“Forum Notes” continued on page 11
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Los Angeles: Kate Gale, 818. 554. 7081
Minnesota: Craig Carnahan, 651. 251. 2833
Philadelphia: James Falconi, 267. 639. 2518
& Denise Flynn Buczko, 215. 776. 0074
San Francisco Bay Area: Tod Brody, 415. 864. 0400

ACF Announces ChoralQuest
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Suzanna Altman, Manager of Education
and Community Engagement, ext. 2840
Jewell Arcoren, FNCI Acting Director, ext. 2812
Philip Blackburn, Director of Artist Services, ext. 2823
Chris Campbell, innova Operations Manager, ext. 2820
Paul Hanson, Director of Finance and Administration, ext. 2813
John Michel, Director of Media Projects, ext. 2817
Claire Tiller, Program Assistant, ext. 2842
Jay Walters, Administrative Assistant, ext. 2810
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The seven Institute composers will be in Minneapolis from October 24 to 30, 2010, for rehearsals, seminars and
tutoring sessions, as well as a public concert of their works by The Minnesota Orchestra at Orchestra Hall on
Friday, October 29, led by Music Director Osmo Vänskä. For ticket information, visit www.minnesotaorchestra.org
Tune in to hear these seven new works wherever you are! The Minnesota Orchestra’s “Future Classics” concert will be
broadcast live at 8 p.m., Central Time on Friday, October 29, 2010, on the network stations of Minnesota Public Radio
(99.5 FM in the Twin Cities) and streamed worldwide online at http://minnesota.publicradio.org/radio/services/cms 

Copyright © 2010 American Composers Forum • All rights reserved.
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My Journey to compose Sitar
Concertos for Western Orchestra

S o u n d i n g B o a rd

Just as I began to plan my concerto, to my even greater surprise I
received another call a few weeks later from conductor Libi Lebel
of the Doctors Orchestra of Houston, suggesting I compose
another sitar concerto for their orchestra as well. I agreed and
the performance date was set for February 10, 2008.
My first thought was to listen to recordings of famous sitar
virtuoso Pandit Ravi Shankar, who had collaborated with Western
musicians. I discovered that he played his music more individually
and not like Western Orchestra as I had envisioned. I decided I
had to try to pursue my own course in writing sitar concertos
and follow a more purely Indian classical form rather than attempt
a fusion of styles.

This listening experience has helped me better understand the
theories and structure of Western classical music. The dichotomy
between the structure of Western and Indian classical music is a
big challenge when an Indian musician like me tries to compose
for a Western symphony orchestra. Indian musicians are trained
as performers, composers, and improvisers simultaneously, but
Western musicians are trained for more structured playing with
precisely notated musical scores in front of them, scores that
allow many instruments to play together simultaneously and in
harmony. I began with no clear vision how I could bridge the
disparity between these two musical worlds.

A Review by Roderic Knight,
Emeritus Professor of Ethnomusicology
(Oberlin College Conservatory of Music )

The Western concerto, a type of composition
featuring a soloist with accompanying musicians,
lends itself well to the sitar, since this is the normal
format for sitar music in its traditional setting. To
perform Raga Yaman Kalyan, for example, the sitar
player would have with her on stage two accompanists, one playing the tambura, the other the tabla.
The tambura is a lute, held vertically, its four strings
repeatedly plucked to provide a steady background
tone. The tabla is a pair of short drums, facing up
in front of the player. This instrument is also mostly
in the background, but plays intricate rhythms and
drummed commentaries to the melody line. At
times it rises to equal prominence with the sitar
in a dialogue between the two instruments.

The classical music of India is based on ragas and talas. The
raga – the repertoire is a scientific, precise, subtle and aesthetic
melodic form which is not only the simple linear arrangement of
swaras (notes) but also the unique uses of shrutis (microtonal
intervals) between the swaras (notes) to evoke the human rasas
(mood). There are 22 shrutis within the whole range of an octave.
Each raga uses Vadi and Samvadi swaras – sonant and consonant
notes. Vadi swara is always accentuated from which all variations
begin and end. It is being constantly heard and dominates the
melody of the raga. Samvadi swara (note) reinforces Vadi swara
(note) as it dialogues harmonically with it. The tala – the rhythmic
cycle played on tabla with the certain number of matras (beats)
and has a pattern of accents in the form of different time
divisions.

Since Western musicians can’t read a traditional Indian music
score, I needed help from a Western musician to transpose the
music into the Western notation. I confess at the time I did not
realize the difficulties this would entail. I asked one of my music
students for help. Despite our best efforts, after three months into
the “translation” of the Indian score into Western notations, the
results remained infantile, more like practice exercises than an
orchestral score. With valuable critiques from several individuals,

A page from the score of the Sitar Concerto “Swara Mangalam” by Hasu Patel

The formal structure of the composition is not
the typical sonata form of the classical concerto,
with an orchestral introduction, soloist exposition,
a development of the themes by both, and a
recapitulation of these themes at the end. Rather,
it is drawn entirely from the classical presentation of
a Hindustani raga. The sitar begins alone, supported
only by the droning strum of the tambura. In India,
this is known as the alap section, in which the
soloist presents the typical melodies of the raga
being performed, in a leisurely, unmetered way. In
a traditional raga performance, the alap might last
for ten or twenty minutes, ending with the entrance
of the tabla and the introduction of a metered
structure. But in adapting the raga to the Western
concerto style, Patel calls for the tabla to enter
after only about three minutes.

O c t o b e r / N ove m b e r / D e c e m b e r 2 0 1 0

In Hasu Patel’s concerto, the traditional ensemble
is retained, augmented by a delicately orchestrated
chamber orchestra. The string section quite naturally
complements the role of the tambura, but with the
capability of playing melodies as well. A single flute
and clarinet add echoes and doublings of the sitar
melodies, while in the percussion section, a xylophone, glockenspiel, and timpani cleverly augment
the sounds of the tabla. The deep tones of the
timpani very much resemble the typical sound of
the left hand tabla part, while the xylophone has
just the right timbre to mimic the dry patter of the
tabla player’s right hand.

The exposition of the raga begins with alap (improvisation) to
invoke the mood of the raga, followed by the gat – rhythmic
composition set in teentaal (rhythm) of 16 matras (beats) in a slow
to medium tempo and medium to fast tempo, gradually moves to
jhala – a movement of complex rhythmic patterns in a very fast
tempo (presto) to reach the climax of raga. The grand finale of
the concert always ends in playing the chakradhars which has the
movement of three tihais – a rhythmic form consisting of three
identical musical phrases with final landing on the first beat called
sum. I decided to follow this structure in my concertos.
During this initial planning period, I was in Sivananda Yoga Vedanta
Center in Val Morin, Quebec, Canada. Slowly, I started to write
the music in the above sequence for each instrument separately,
humming the raga tunes for the orchestra. I started writing the
melody in raga ‘Dhani’ in Indian music score system. It is a
pentatonic raga with the 2nd and 6th swaras (notes) omitted and
3rd and 7th are komal (flat). I wrote this all down using the Indian
music score system.

Hasu Patel

Premiered by the Orchestra Canton of Michigan,
March 29, 2008

S o u n d i n g B o a rd

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m

By Hasu Patel, Composer-Performer

In March 2007, I received an e-mail from Nan Washburn, the
conductor of the Plymouth Canton Symphony in Michigan, with an
offer to collaborate with her orchestra in some manner. I
responded positively. She called a few days later and suggested
she would try to find some music that the orchestra and I could
perform together. After several days, I had gathered up enough
courage to call her back and asked if I could try to compose a
sitar concerto myself. To my stunned surprise, she agreed.
The performance date was set for March 29, 2008. Nan
Washburn sent the list of the instruments available for their
orchestra, and I set to work.

For many years, I have been listening to Western classical music
pieces of Mozart, Bach, Beethoven and other great composers on
public radio and also attended many live orchestra performances.

Swara Mangalam
(“Musical Notes are Auspicious”)
Concerto for Sitar and Orchestra,
based on Raga: Yaman Kalyan by
Hasu Patel

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m
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I had long dreamed of composing a concerto for my instrument,
the sitar - a concerto that could be played by Western symphony
orchestras. They say a journey of a thousand miles begins with
one step, but in my case, it began with a single email message.
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Composing With Eyes Open
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It is also useful to include information about the performance
space for the premiere, as this could impact the nature of the new
work. For example, if the commission is for a performance at an
outdoor music festival as opposed to a concert hall, it could affect
a composer’s approach to the new work.
Finally, it is important that the specific words of dedication be
agreed upon between the parties, again, to avoid any later
misunderstandings.

Scheduling Associated with the
Creation of the New Work and its Premiere
The creation of the new work
In determining one’s fee for the commission, it is necessary to
address the scope of what is included in that fee as well as the
time and method of payment.

Regardless of scope, it is prudent to insist upon payment in parts,
i.e., a down payment upon the signing of the contract, with further
payments or the balance upon delivery of the score and/or parts by
a certain date. These payments should be tied to specific deadlines
for delivery of the full score, any rehearsal score (i.e., piano
reduction) and a full set of parts. The composer must adhere to
these deadlines, unless prior notice has been given to the
commissioning party.
Certain composers have at times lost commissions or performance
opportunities by failing to meet their contractual obligations. While
it is certainly true that any number of reasonable and unexpected
events could prevent a composer from meeting a deadline or even
completing a commission, the contract should address the scope of
such events (illness, accident, etc.) and the remedy for such an
occurrence, depending upon how the occurrence may impact the
commissioner. For example, if the parties are in agreement, there

Photo: Luigi Diamanti (FreeDigitalPhotos.net)

In reference to the parts, is the commissioning party acquiring a
set of parts, or is the composer renting that set to the commissioner?
If the latter, will the composer waive a rental fee for the premiere
performance? In either case, is the composer waiving a performance fee for the premiere? The answers to all such questions
should be part of any negotiation, with the results being included
in the contract.
In addition to the above, it is also important to address a
composer’s remedies where a commissioner may fail to meet its
obligations. For example, if a composer delivers the full score by
the agreed-upon deadline but the commissioner fails to pay the
sum due the composer, the contract could include a late-payment
provision, i.e., one that increases the contract sum by a certain
amount or percentage. Or, in the circumstances where the premiere
performance of the new work is cancelled (so that a set of parts is
no longer needed from the composer), the parties may agree that
the entire balance of the commission comes due at that time.
Regardless how all of the above matters are decided, and
whatever the scope of the agreement between the parties, putting
that agreement in writing avoids later disputes about such issues.
The premiere of the new work
When considering the premiere of a new work, all the usual
suspects must be included here, i.e., the when, where and by
whom. The commissioner should likely be granted an exclusive
right to give the premiere, but that exclusive right must be for a
limited period, otherwise a new piece could be locked up for
years without a performance. Moreover, that limited exclusive
right needs to be nontransferable, i.e., a composer should know
who will be performing her new composition.
Furthermore, the composer should be provided with a free copy
of the audio and/or video recording of the performance, to be
delivered to her by a date certain. The composer should have the
nonexclusive right to make use of such recordings, including
posting them on the web.

Other Matters to Consider

A detailed and full discussion of copyright law is outside the
scope of this article, but suffice it to say that the contract should
clarify that ownership of the new work’s copyright for all purposes
stays with the composer. In addition, the contract must make
clear that the composer is an independent contractor, not an
employee of the commissioner, and that the relationship between
the parties does not involve a “work for hire.” This clarification is
important, for under the “work for hire” provisions of copyright
law, simply stated, an employee’s creation for her employer is
owned by the employer. Similarly, even where a party is not a
commissioner’s employee, if the “work for hire” doctrine is in
play, the commissioner may be deemed the owner of the
commissioned work. In order to avoid any ambiguity on this
question, it is best to make the parties’ relationship clear in the
contract.
The contract must also address whether or not a commissioning
party may photocopy additional copies of the parts for rehearsal
purposes. If so allowed, the contract should require that such
photocopies be destroyed immediately following the premiere.

Finally, it would be prudent to include provisions addressing the
possibility of non-binding mediation for any disputes that may
arise between the parties, which state’s law will govern the terms
of the contract, and which state’s venue will be applicable
should litigation ensue.

Composing with Eyes Open

Securing a commission can be a great event in a composer’s life.
Besides the obvious financial benefit, it may provide encouragement and can communicate an appreciation for that composer’s
particular creative approach. By keeping an eye out for the
contractual details involved in finalizing the deal, the composer
frees herself from some of the possible concerns surrounding
the mechanics of the commission. And since the focus of any
commission should be on the music and the art, taking care of
the mechanics with eyes open assists the composer in keeping
that focus clear of unnecessary distractions.
© 2010 by Jeremy J. Beck

Where the parties have agreed that the set of parts for the
premiere is on loan or being rented, the return of those parts to
the composer or the composer’s agent must be guaranteed by a
certain date, with the return postage paid by the commissioner.
In addition, the composer may or may not wish for the parts to be
returned cleaned of all players’ markings (sometimes it is useful for a
composer to review such markings following the premiere, to better
understand some of the individual players’ concerns).
Furthermore, it should be made clear that no changes may be

Jeremy J. Beck, DMA, JD, is a composer
and an attorney based in Louisville,
Kentucky. More information about his
music and recordings may be found at
www.BeckMusic.org and at www.innova.mu.
Beck offers free initial consultations on
legal questions in the areas of copyright, trademark, contracts, and general
music business law; he may be reached
at jbeck@ackersonlegal.com 
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Is the fee all-inclusive? In other words, does it include copying
costs, shipping of the music, and travel expenses? The fee may
include all, some, or none of these things. It is essential to
articulate the parties’ expectations and understanding in this area.
For example, if the composer is expected or wishes to attend the
premiere, is that attendance (and its related costs) included in the
commission, or will separate fees and reimbursements be involved?

may be no harm in merely delaying a premiere. But if a piece is not
simply delayed but cannot be finished, the commissioner’s remedy
may be the composer’s reimbursement of any fees paid, perhaps
minus reasonable expenses incurred.

In conjunction with the above, it would be critical to require that
all fees payable to the composer come immediately due upon any
such cancellation.

If possible, the contract should clearly outline the number of
rehearsals that will be allocated towards preparation of the new
work, that the composer may attend all such rehearsals and offer
comments, and -- where a conductor is involved -- that the
conductor will consult with the composer in preparation of the
new work. There should be provisions addressing publicity
associated with the commission and performance, i.e., that the
composer’s name will be associated with all such materials relating
to the new composition. The composer also should be provided
with a certain number of complimentary tickets to the premiere.

S o u n d i n g B o a rd

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m

Is the commission for a professional ensemble where the sky’s the
limit, or for a community group where discretion may be required?
In other words, are there any concerns about limitations to the
players’ abilities which the composer must take into consideration?
It is not that the contract needs to limit a composer to writing
solely in 4/4, but it may be prudent to generally indicate what the
commissioner expects. This type of explication can help to avoid
later misunderstandings should a composer complete and deliver
a piece that a commissioner might consider “inappropriate” for
her particular group (for whatever reason).

made to the music by anyone without the composer’s express
permission. The composer should also retain the right to make
changes herself in the work up to perhaps 10 days or so before
the premiere.

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m
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continued from front cover
who is responsible for acquiring the rights to that text? Will the
commissioning party pay any license fees for the use of the text,
or must the composer bear that cost?

As previously mentioned, the contract needs to address the
circumstances where the premiere is postponed or cancelled due
to no fault of the composer. As noted above, the commissioner’s
exclusive right of first performance should be limited, but there
may be a second level to this limitation, i.e., if the performance is
cancelled through no fault of the composer, the limited exclusive
right of first performance is waived by the commissioner. Such a
provision allows a composer to immediately seek out an alternative
premiere performance for her finished piece.

Music by Jeremy Beck on innova Recordings

For more information on
these three recordings visit
www.innova.mu

innova 612
Wave

innova 650
pause and feel the hark

innova 696
Never Final, Never Gone
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Swara Mangalam Review
by Roderic Knight
continued from page 5

The orchestra and sitar drive to a climax with punctuation
by the timpani, followed by more active lines on all of the
instruments, with rapid runs up and down. The lower
strings have their say, echoing the melody line, and a
second climax builds, using formulaic cadential patterns
that signal the end of a major section in a traditional
piece. Now the sitar and tabla play alone again, leading
to a final tutti section with all instruments driving to a
climax. The piece ends with the typical denouement: after
the final note by the entire group, the sitar plays a slowing, descending line, ending on a quiet note.
The achievement of this compact, 27-minute concerto is
to introduce the style of traditional Hindustani music to a
Western audience that might not otherwise hear it. By
featuring the sitar in the Western classical form of the
concerto, by pairing it with the flute and clarinet, the
violin and xylophone, Hasu Patel has brought it from a
niche at the fringe of the American musical scene into the
spotlight. Ms. Patel has been teaching and performing
traditional Hindustani music for decades from her home
in Cleveland, Ohio.

O c t o b e r / N ove m b e r/ De c e mb e r 2 0 1 0

By writing and performing this concerto, she has succeeded
in moving her beloved traditions closer to the Western
audience. This performance was the premiere. We will
hopefully hear other orchestras take up the challenge to
perform this sitar concerto, and spread the message that
Indian music and Western music can and do mix, especially
when guided by the artistic hand of Hasu Patel 

I began to dramatically change the musical score and incorporate
the nuances of improvisations and the subtly of Western
instruments into the concertos.
I was fortunate to meet another young musician at the Yoga Farm
in Grass Valley, California, where I held musical workshops and gave
sitar concerts in the month of October 2007. This young musician
gave me solo recordings of Western instruments, and, listening to
these, I began to understand the distinct sounds and colors of
each instrument. I was aware of the tempered scale, chords and
modulations where Indian music does not allow these elements.
The tonic ‘C’ remains constant throughout the performance and
accidental harmonies such as ‘C and G’ and ‘C and F’ always occur
in Indian music.

With new enthusiasm and understanding, I went to the Krishna
Temple of the Yoga Farm for inspiration. Over the next week, I sat
down under the tree surrounded by the lake and hills. I began to
write my first concerto in a different raga called ‘Bageswari.’ It uses
the 3rd (E) and 7th (B) Flat (komal). It is only possible to play this
on the string instrument such as sitar, violin, viola, and cello or
the natural flute. Usually, the fifth is omitted except being used
incidentally. I was singing the raga for each instrument and hearing
the sounds.
Once I became fully absorbed into the process, the flow of notes
started. I composed the music for each instrument in sequence.
I composed everyday for at least five hours uninterrupted for over
the following week. At last, I composed the first concerto using
the Indian music score system.
Once again I needed to transpose the Indian music score into
the Western score, and so began looking for a Western musician
who could understand Indian music and its traditional notation.
After several unsuccessful attempts to find such a person, the
director of the Cleveland Music School Settlement recommended
an instructor from his school. The instructor agreed to undertake
this project, but did not have any exposure to Indian music. First, I
explained to him the raga theory, the Indian notation system and
the taal (rhythm) system. He transposed the music into Western
score but still it did not sound as Indian music. So as a last hope, I
sang the whole concerto line by line for each instrument.That
helped him to transpose it with right swarup (the structure of
raga). He then started to write the scores.
Every week, I sat down with him and listened to every nuance of
the Indian music, until each swara (note) sounded correct when
notated in the Western manner. He finished the score utilizing
Finale software. He was gracious and knowledgeable in his own
music. I thanked him for his willingness to tackle this challenging
project.
And so my first sitar concerto was written in both Indian and Western
music score system based on Indian raga. To my knowledge, this was
the first time a sitar concerto has been composed in this manner.
continued on page 11
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Live Music for Dance Minnesota

The American Composers Forum, in partnership with the
American Music Center, is launching Live Music for Dance
Minnesota, which will combine elements of the Forum’s Music in
Motion program and AMC’s Live Music for Dance to deepen and
broaden the reach of both programs to the composer/ choreographer/music/dance community in Minnesota. Live Music for Dance
Minnesota will expand on the previous work the Forum has done
in support of Minnesota composers and choreographers, and will
leverage new money for the Minnesota dance community. This
new program will allow choreographers, composers and musicians
to expand their horizons as artists. At a time when investments
in dance are rare, we are able to offer career development
opportunities to collaborate, explore their mutual interests, and
learn more about self-marketing, licensing and other business
matters related to their art.

Two dancers (Nicolas Lincoln and Chris Hannon)
from The James Sewell Ballet
Photo: Erik Saulitis

Grants will be awarded in three categories: Category 1: Funds
to support the commissioning of new work created by Minnesotabased composer/choreographer teams (i.e. individual artists).
Category 2: Funds awarded to Minnesota-based professional
dance companies to work with an American composer, defined as
a) a naturally born U.S. citizen, or b) a foreign-born composer
whose primary musical activity has taken place in the U.S. for a
period of five years. For this category, the composer does not have
to be based in Minnesota. Category 3: Funds awarded to
Minnesota-based professional dance companies to hire live
musicians (who may be from Minnesota or from outside the state).
Panels will have $17,000 available for the composer/choreographer
commissions (category 1), and $23,000 for dance companies
(categories 2 and 3). Grants will range from $1,500 - $5,000,
which could fund all or part of a project. Grants will be awarded
in the winter 2011, supporting projects in FY 2011 and FY 2012.
In combining two programs with successful track records,
Minnesota composers, ensembles and choreographers can be
assured that they will receive essential support in ensuring the
success of their collaborations. See the “Forum Opportunities”
listing on pages 12-13 for application details.

Lead support for Live Music for Dance Minnesota is provided by the
McKnight Foundation and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

New Publication by Carei F. Thomas

Twin Cities composer, performer, and long-time ACF member
Carei F. Thomas has published a new book representing 40+ years
of his life and work. “Compositions and Concepts” includes over
170 original songs, explanations of his
methodologies, some of his philosophy,
graphic compositions, synth-choral works
and studies.
“There have been many stages in my
development with my compositions going
back and forth conceptually from simple
songs, to investigations of complex
methodologies, to experimentation with Carei F.Thomas
mathematical and visual paradigms,” says Thomas. “I hope some
of what I have presented in this book will spark other theorists to
look at their own historically unique concepts and help them see
how their contributions enrich their colleagues and communities.”
Thomas was born in Pittsburgh, but moved to Chicago during his
teenage years, where he enrolled in the Chicago Musical College.
In the late 1960’s, he sat-in on piano with Dexter Gordon and Art
Taylor in Paris, formed his first significant jazz ensemble at Dunbar
High School of which Ari Brown of the Ethnic Heritage Ensemble
fame was a member, collaborated with artists of the Association
for the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM), sat-in with
Archie Shepp at Mother Blues on Wells Street in “Old Town”
Chicago, co-founded (with Kalaparusha Maurice McIntyre) a group
called “The Light,” and gigged at Alice’s Restaurant on Chicago’s
North Side with Marion Brown.
In 1972, Thomas moved to Minneapolis and briefly studied
composition at the University of Minnesota. He began developing
several controlled improvisational concepts he called “Brief Realities”
designed to utilize composition in fresh ways. With the encouragement of his mentor Reginald Buckner, Thomas also started
doing residencies in educational settings. In the 1980’s,Thomas
investigated controlled improvisations and became interested in
the healing aspects of sound and color. In the 1990’s, he added
electronic elements to his music and pursued collaborative
endeavors in poetry, visual arts, dance, and theater.
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The interplay of instruments continues, with many
beautifully crafted duos, including one with the clarinet and
xylophone. Eventually the sitar returns to prominence,
and the tabla, having been silent for a time, also re-enters.
As the general intensity builds, themes with reiterated
notes begin to appear, imitating an agitated style of sitar
playing in which three rapid notes fill in between each
melody note.

Minnesota

continued from page 4
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After a few more minutes, the orchestra takes over and
the sitar falls into the background. The piece now takes
on its concerto nature. The strings dominate, with violin,
flute, and clarinet solos. It is reminiscent of the concerto
grosso, with several soloists trading themes back and
forth. The sitar creeps in again after a short while, but
now blended in as if it were just another member of the
orchestra.

Chapter Updates

My Journey to compose Sitar Concertos
for Western Orchestra

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m

For two more minutes, the traditional trio continues
alone, at which time the orchestra asserts its presence
ever so gently with entries by the flute and clarinet. The
string section, signaled by some bell tones, then also
enters. The players echo the sitar melodies, forming a
contrapuntal interplay that is altogether pleasing.

News from Our Chapters News from Our Chapters News from Our Chapters

In 1993,Thomas became seriously ill with Guillain-Barré Syndrome
and was hospitalized and in physical rehabilitation until 1995.
However, he continued to create and has adapted his hands to
produce chords much like the ones before he was paralyzed.
His work in the Twin Cities has been recognized through awards,
commissions, and educational residencies from kindergarten
through college. He has founded and co-founded musical
ensembles playing diverse works and has produced a variety
of interdisciplinary events for the Twin Cities community.
For more information on “Compositions and Concepts,” visit
www.musicbycarei.com To see a TPT “Minnesota Original”
music video of Thomas and friends in performance, visit:
http://www.mnoriginal.org/art/?p=1506
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New Music Minnesota

Staff Changes at ACF

Tuesday Salons chez Zeitgeist

To fill the post vacated by Suzanna’s transition, Claire Tiller has been hired the Forum’s new program assistant. She is a
musician and educator who began playing the piano at the age of six. She graduated from the University of Wisconsin Eau Claire with a Bachelor of Music Education (BME) with dual emphases in Instrumental and Choral Education. In addition to her work at ACF, she assists in early childhood music classes at MacPhail Center for Music and is a narrator
and education consultant for the WAMSO/Minnesota Orchestral Association Kinder Konzert series. She played
principal bassoon in the Chippewa Valley Symphony for three seasons and currently performs with the Minnesota Chorale.

Community Partners: Film Composer Grant

My Journey to compose Sitar Concertos for Western Orchestra
Daniel Shapiro

OPUS 101

On September 28, 2010, ACF Philadelphia premiered OPUS 101, a pilot interview program on New
Music Philadelphia, hosted by ACF Philadelphia Board Member Gene Shay. The first episode featured
Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Jennifer Higdon. For more on this new program, visit www.newmusicphiladelphia.com.

New Voices

Illustrations from an old manuscript of Boccacio’s
“The Decameron”

For the fiscal year 2011 New Vocies project, ACF Philadelphia
is partnering with International Opera Theater to present a
new opera production based on “The Decameron,” a collection
of 100 novellas written in the 14th century by Italian author
Giovanni Boccaccio. Seven local composers — Efrain Amaya,
Michael Djupstrom, Daniel Shapiro, Adam Silverman, Tony
Solitro, Thomas Whitman, and Ya-Jhu Yang — are writing
short opera scenes for four vocalists and six instrumentalists
based on seven novellas from “The Decameron.” The new
opera will premiere November 12-14, 2010 at the Prince
Music Theater in Philadelphia. For more information, visit
http://internationaloperatheater.org 

Claire Tiller

Bonnie Marshall has accepted an offer to be the new Vice President of Development. Bonnie has twenty years
of experience in communications and development in the non-profit sector, most recently as the Director of Individual
Giving at Arc Greater Twin Cities. In that role, she was responsible for leading individual giving efforts, growing the
annual campaign and developing and launching events—from a large annual gala to small donor gatherings. Prior to
working at Arc, she served as the Director of Communications and Marketing at Minnesota Project Innovation
Bonnie Marshall
(MPI), an economic development agency linking accredited investors to high-tech entrepreneurs. As a creative
writer and music lover, Bonnie has a strong interest in the creative process. “After several interviews with board leaders and staff,
we are confident she has the right set of skills, experience and creative thinking to lead this critical work. We are thrilled to have
Bonnie join the Forum’s team!” commented John Nuechterlein, ACF’s president and CEO 

Philadelphia
ACF Philadelphia is pleased to announce the result of the summer 2010 round of Community Partners:
Film Composers Grants. An independent panel of local composers carefully reviewed the applications
and made the following funding recommendation, which was unanimously approved by our board.
Daniel Shapiro will receive an $8,000 grant for his work on the score for the Corporation for Civic
Documentaries’ flagship film, “Senator Harris Wofford: Portrait of a Citizen,” directed by Jacob Finkel.
Featuring both Philadelphia and its outlying, interconnected communities, the film highlights Senator
Wofford’s broad impact on public service and volunteerism: his visionary creation of the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day of Service, and his more personal involvement in local communities during his tenure as
President of Bryn Mawr College. The documentary includes interviews with former President George
H.W. Bush, Senator Edward M. Kennedy, General Colin Powell, Her Majesty Queen Noor of Jordan, and
many Pennsylvania and Philadelphia community leaders. Pre-production of the film began in November
2007; the expected completion date is May 2011.

The Development staff at ACF is also undergoing major transitions. Former ACF Development Manager Kristin Van
Dorn has accepted a position at the Carlson School of Management in Minneapolis as their new Program Coordinator
for their Institute for Research in Marketing, and part-time ACF Development Consultant Julie Stroud has left the
Forum staff and will devote her attention full-time to her other successful freelance consulting work with a number
of clients in the Twin Cities and elsewhere.

Jennifer Higdon

I titled the first concerto “Mangal Dhwani” (Auspicious Sound).
I felt humbled to have been given this wonderful opportunity.

Finally, I sent the score to Libi Lebel, the conductor of the Doctors
Orchestra of Houston, who seemed very pleased with my music.
The performance took place as scheduled on February 10, 2008, at
the Cullen Theatre,Wortham Center in Houston,Texas. On the
day of the performance, I became very nervous and did not know
how it would all turn out. When it came time for the premiere
performance instead of worrying about technical details about the
orchestration or what I might have done differently at some point
in the music or another, I prayed to the Divine Power and simply
began playing. The performance ended with a standing ovation,
providing a final exclamation point to the realization of a dream
that I could not have imagined just a few years ago.

Shortly thereafter, I completed my second sitar concerto for Nan
Washburn, the conductor of Orchestra Canton of Michigan. The
composition was titled “Swara Mangalam” (Musical Notes are
Auspicious). It was based on an evening raga ‘Yaman Kalyan.’ The
raga uses all natural notes except fourth which is sharp (F#). The
natural fourth is used as an incidental. The rasa (mood) of the raga
is devotional and surrendering. This time, I personally delivered the
score of my second concerto to Nan Washburn at a coffee shop in

continued from page 8

Sandusky, Ohio. We both checked over the score, and she, too,
was very happy with my work. Again, the premiere performance
took place as scheduled on March 29, 2008, at the Village Theatre
in Canton, Michigan, and was a great success.
Truly, the fortuitous opportunity to prepare not one, but two, concertos for my beloved instrument and the Western symphony orchestra
has been for me a journey into an unfathomable beauty of music. I
believe some Divine Power and my Guru’s blessings led me to compose and perform these concertos. I am thankful to everyone who
helped me along this arduous, but immensely rewarding journey, the
realization of a dream. I hope to be able to compose many more
sitar concertos in the hope of making new audiences aware of the
beauty of the sitar and Indian musical traditions.
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On Tuesday, September 21, the Minnesota Chapter’s monthly Tuesday Salon series resumed after a summer hiatus. These
Salons offer regional composers and performers a venue for informal presentations of new work, open discussions, and
networking opportunities. All Salons are free, open to public, and take place at Zeitgeist’s “Studio Z” at 275 E. Fourth St. in
downtown Saint Paul’s Lowertown neighborhood -- just look for the big, red neon “Z” sign in the window. Remaining 2010
Salon dates for 2010 are October 19, November 16, and December 14. In 2011, Salons will be held on January 18,
February 15 (featuring music by this year’s McKnight Fellows), March 15 (performed and curated by Zeitgeist), April 19,
and May 17. Visit the Tuesday Salon program page on the ACF website for updated program and performer information, and
plan to join us for a lively and diverse evening of new music 

S o u n d i n g B o a rd

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m

Recent departures from the ACF national office staff include Carey Nadeau, who has accepted a position as grants administrator at
the Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation. Carey had been with ACF for just short of 10 years, most recently serving as ACF’s
Director of Community Engagement and Education. She oversaw the publication of many BandQuest scores and the realization of
the last series of Continental Harmony projects. “It’s been an exhilarating (almost) decade shepherding these programs and working
for an innovative and unique organization. I will be excited to see what the next ten years brings to ACF,” commented Carey.
Suzanna Schlesinger Altman, hired last year as ACF program assistant, has assumed Carey’s position as the Forum’s
new Manager of Education and Community Engagement.
A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m

O c t o b e r / N ove m b e r / D e c e mb e r 2 0 1 0

Spread the word -- you can now keep track of music-related news,
events, performances, and articles at www.newmusicmn.com. This
innovative resource is a one-stop announcement list and news site for
all things related to Minnesota’s new music scene. On the site, you can
subscribe to the “Now Playing” email list, read stories about Minnesota
musicians and topics of interest to the new music field, and keep up to
date with performances around the state. You can also make announcements of your own performances, or email related content to the site
at newmusicmn@composersforum.org.
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The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams!

Hasu Patel, composer, performer and educator, plays
sitar in the style known as Gayaki Ang (vocal style), where
the sitar replicates the fluidity and subtle nuances of the
human voice. She has dedicated her life to preserving and
propagating in its pristine purity, the fascinating, and highlyevolved classical music of ancient India. For more information, visit www.hasupatel.com 
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Updated Opportunities listed at www.composersforum.org/opportunities.cfm

Forum
Opportunities

This fall, ACF Philadelphia will select one
member to attend the American Academy in
Rome for a 4-6 week fellowship during
2012/2013. This is a unique opportunity for
a member to develop her/his artistry in
Rome. Applications are due November 1,
2010 (postmark deadline). Please review the
guidelines carefully, as we have made a few
minor revisions since the last deadline.
Full information available online at
www.acfphiladelphia.org/programs/special/
aarome.htm

Category 1: Funds to support the commissioning of new work created by Minnesotabased composer/choreographer teams (i.e.
individual artists). ACF defines “Minnesotabased” as: a) Naturally born U.S. citizens
who are currently living in Minnesota and
have lived in the state for a period of at
least one year prior to the application date,
and b) Foreign-born composers whose primary musical activity has taken place in
Minnesota for a period of five years. For
commissioning projects, applications involving composers who live abroad and have

Category 3: Funds awarded to Minnesotabased professional dance companies to hire
live musicians (who may be from Minnesota
or from outside the state).
Grants to Minnesota-based artists and companies may cover: Musicians’ rehearsal and
performance fees for performances in
Minnesota occurring between March 2011
and August 2012. Composer commission
fees, including commissions and copying
costs, for music to be created for new
works being performed in Minnesota
between March 2011 and August 2012.
Applicants may request up to a total of
$5,000. Requests for commissions, musicians’ fees, or a combination of the two cannot exceed this amount. For complete

Three new innova releases for Fall and Winter 2010

Special Offer for ACF
members: any 5 innova CDs
(postpaid) for just $50 !
Choose your selections at
www.innova.mu
Then contact Chris Campbell
at: 651.251.2820 or email
ccampbell@composersforum.org
to place your order.
Fan our Page for all the latest:
Facebook.com/innovadotmu
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Grants will be awarded in three categories:

Category 2: Funds awarded to Minnesotabased professional dance companies to work
with an American composer, defined as a) a
naturally born U.S. citizen, or b) a foreignborn composer whose primary musical
activity has taken place in the U.S. for a
period of five years. For this category, the
composer does not have to be based in
Minnesota.

innova 233
The NYFA Collection:
25 Years of New York
New Music

innova 727
Kitty Brazelton:
Ecclesiastes - A Modern
Oratorio

innova 775
Beta Collide:
psst... psst!

This 5-CD set features 52
New York artists and covers
a quarter century of New
York’s musical output,
ranging from concert hall
works to experimental jam
bands, newly-invented
instruments, electronic
manipulations, ethnicallyspecific styles, and more.

Brazelton’s Time Remaining
Band, featuring Brazelton plus
four male vocalists (David
Bryan, countertenor, John
Brauer, tenor; Keith Borden,
baritone; and Mark Lin, bass),
a cellist, Matt Goeke, and
percussionist, Alex Vittum,
interprets the deep drama in
the Biblical text.

Music by Erickson, Kyr, Ligeti,
Silvestrov, Rzewski, and Vitiello,
with flutist Molly Barth
(formerly of eighth blackbird)
and trumpeter Brian
McWhorter (formerly of
Meridian Arts Ensemble), with
pianist/celestist David Riley,
percussionist/sommelier
Phillip Patti, and contributions
from THE Thom Yorke and
Colin Greenwood of Radiohead.

guidelines & application form, visit the Live
Music for Dance Minnesota program page
(under “Community”) on the ACF website:
www.composersforum.org
Please direct questions to: Craig Carnahan:
pose at tel: 651.251.2833; or email
ccarnahan@composersforum.org

February 1, 2011
FNCI C ommon Ground

ACF’s First Nationals Composer Initiative
(FNCI) funds the creation of newly composed
work by American Indian, Alaskan Native and
Native Hawaiian composers, commissioners or
performing musicians. Awards are based on
artistic excellence, merit and connection to
audience and community. The Common Ground
program is inclusive, and therefore encourages
American Indian, Alaskan Native and Native
Hawaiian composers, performers, and sound
artists working in diverse genres/mediums to
apply. Artists are encouraged to take risks in
their creative endeavors. Common Ground is
designed to fill the gap in funding for artists who
are particularly interested in creating work
without the burden of artistic compromise, and
awards grants to varied artists from the many
genres of music represented in Indian Country,
and from diverse American Indian, Alaskan
Native and Native Hawaiian cultures. Individual
awards range from $500 to $5,000. The program also provides Native musical artists with
the opportunity to enrich their work through
contact with a variety of communities; makes
Native musical artists more visible to underserved communities and/or larger non-Native
cultural institutions; assists Native artists in collaboration with non-Native arts organizations in
building audiences.
Eligibility: Common Ground is open to American
Indian, Alaskan Native and Native Hawaiian makers of new music: composers, performers,
groups, sound artists, songwriters, etc.
Applicants must have documentation of
Tribal/Community Affiliation. Accepted documentation: photo copies of Tribal ID card,Tribal
Letter of support from enrollment/governmental
office documenting lineage and or ancestry.
Letter from Native Organization (adoptees).
Please contact FNCI if you believe you have
special circumstances regarding thesse guidelines. Common Ground gives priority to projects
that promote our goal of getting the work of
Native Composers and Musicians into the
broader community via partnership with the following four constituencies: Native musicians,
Native communities, non-Native communities
and non-Native cultural institutions. Full-time
students may not apply unless coursework is
completed (ABD/thesis status). Individuals may
not take a leadership role in more than one
project in a 12-month period. Selection
Criteria: Significance of the project to your longterm career goals; Artistic quality as demon-

strated by persistence, commitment, entrepreneurship, and devotion to your artistry, and the
significance of the project to the development
of the art form;The project’s feasibility;The project’s contribution to any of the following:
Creation – Performance – Audience
/Community Building. New Deadlines are as follows: Postmarked by February 1, 2011 for activities beginning April 201. Postmarked by
February 1, 2012 for activities beginning April
2012. FNCI staff will review all applications for
eligibility and completeness. Incomplete applications will not be accepted. An independent
panel of 3 professionals familiar with the diverse
styles of traditional and contemporary
Indigenous music will review all applications and
support materials.
For complete application requirements and submission guidelines, visit the FNCI website
www.fnci.org or contact Jewell Arcoren at
651.251.2839 or email
jarcoren@composersforum.org

General Opportunities
October 31, 2010
Akademie Schloss Solitude (Stuttgart, Germany)
Seeks applicants in the category music/sound (interpretation, sound installation, sound performance, composition) for their 2011-2013 residency program in
Stuttgart, Germany. Stipend, free lodging. Persons up to
35 or if older who have completed a university or college degree within the past five years are eligible to
apply.
Anton Stadler Composition Competition
Seeks unperformed, unrecorded, and unpublished
scores of any length for basset clarinet in two categories (unaccompanied basset clarinet; and basset clarinet & piano). “In both sections we are looking for
TONAL compositions.” Publication and recording.
National Association of Composers/USA $$$
Seeks short, unpublished, unawarded chamber works
for no more than 5 players from NACUSA members*
between the ages of 18-31 for their 33rd Annual
Composer’s Competition. Cash awards and possible
performance. *NACUSA National dues are $25.00
($15.00 per year for students and seniors).
Soli fan tutti
Seeks short chamber scores (2-7 parts, up to 5 minutes in length) for “miniatures, encores, genre pieces,
bagatelles, songs, dances and other such small masterpieces.” All orchestral instruments are available, including strings, woodwind, brass, harp, percussion, piano,
harmonium, harpsichord and celesta. Sung or spoken
voice may also be included. Cash awards, performances
in Darmstadt, Germany, video recording of concert
(for YouTube posting), CD recording.

November 1, 2010
ActorCor
Seeks short choral pieces appropriate for strong amateur chorus that “relate to interfaith understanding and
reconciliation, especially between the three main
Abrahamic faiths (Christianity, Judaism and Islam)” for
their Second Annual Interfaith Choral Competition.
Scores should be SATB, SAB, a cappella, or with
accompaniment of keyboard, percussion, and/or up to
small ensemble of chamber instruments. Rare or nonWestern instruments considered on a case-by-case
basis depending on availability. January 2011 performance in NYC.
Cantus
Seeks scores for men’s voices (tenor, baritone, bass) to
consider for their 2011/12 national touring program
entitled “On the Shoulders of Giants.” Sought are
pieces relate to this theme, i.e.: cornerstone poets, larger than life personalities, heroes, legends, or other connections to the theme. Pieces should ideally be scored
for 3-6 voices, and be no more than TTTTTBBBB (a
cappella is preferred, but scores may include percussion).
Composers, Inc. $$$
Seeks scores for 1-5 players (instrumental or vocal,
also works for organ and works employing electronic
media, including electronics alone) from U.S. composers for their 2010 Lee Ettelson Composer’s Award.
Cash awards and performance in San Francisco during
2010-10 season.
Imagine Music Publishing
Seeks score for string orchestra of any duration or
number of divisi (pieces with solo parts and/or percussion will also be acceptable) and at all levels of difficulty) for their 2010 Pathways Series Contest.
Performance and publication.Also seeks “short score
form or SATB form” wind band scores designed for
small school band programs with limited instrumentation for their 2010 Fusion Series Contest. Performance
and publication.
Jefferson Choral Society (Lynchburg,Virginia)
Seeks short, unpublished choral works (at most
SSAATTBB and at a minimum SATB), a cappella or
with piano accompaniment only, setting English secular
texts, from Virginia-resident composers only for their
21st anniversary concert season in 2010-2011. Cash
award and performance.
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November 1, 2010
American Academy
in Rome Fellowship

The objectives of the program are to support collaborations between composers and
choreographers; to foster meaningful collaborations between musicians and dance companies; and to support and encourage the
use of live music for dance performances.
Proposals may be submitted by Minnesotabased composer/choreographer teams and
by professional dance companies based in
Minnesota. Companies that have not yet
received non-profit status may apply with a
fiscal sponsor.

never lived or worked in Minnesota are not
eligible.

S o u n d i n g B o a rd

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m

Subito aims to give a boost to the careers of
Philadelphia-area composers who are
strongly dedicated to their art, who show
artistic merit, and who propose an excellent
project. Grants range from $500 to $3,00.
Grant applications are due October 25,
2010 (postmark deadline). Please review the
guidelines carefully, as we have made a few
minor revisions since the last deadline.
Full information available online at
www.acfphiladelphia.org/programs/
programs/subito/application.html

December 15, 2010 (postmark)
Live Music for Dance Minnesota

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m
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October 25, 2010
Subito in Philadelphia
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Old Pueblo Brass Band (Tucson, Ariz.)
Seeks scores for standard brass band instrumentation
“ideally a suite or compilation of music unique to the
Tucson area” in celebration of its 15th anniversary
next season. Cash award and performance spring
2011.
Redshift Music
Seeks email submissions of chamber music scores or
project ideas of a spatial nature (i.e. with the musicians
Listings continued on page 14
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surrounding the audience) for possible performance in
Canada during their 2011-2012 season.There are no
restrictions on instrumentation or duration although
we are more interested in acoustic projects not involving electronics.

Los Robles Master Chorale
Seeks unperformed, unrecorded choral scores (a cappella, SATB choir; divisi possible up to SSAATTBB;
optional obligato solo instrument may also be included) circa 3-5 minutes from composer under age 35
and living in in Los Angeles,Ventura, Orange, San Diego,
Riverside, San Bernardino, or Santa Barbara counties in
California for their Young Composers Competition
2010/11. Cash award, performance, archival recording.

December 15, 2010
Areon Flutes $$$
Seeks online submissions of PDF scores and MP3
recordings for solo or chamber works (2-6 players)
which includes a flute. Cash commission award and
performance.
Garth Newel Music Center
Seeks scores and CDs (MIDI ok) of unpublished,
unperformed (professionally), and unrecorded works
for piano quartet (piano, violin, viola, and cello — no
electronics, please) for their Composition Competition
2011. Cash award, premiere performance in Hot
Springs,Virginia in the summer of 2011, and travel
stipend for selected composer to attend premiere.

November 13, 2010

November 15, 2010
American Academy in Rome $$$
Seeks applicants for their Rome Prize 2011 residency
fellowships at the Academy?s eleven-acre center in
Rome; room and board, a study or studio, and a
stipend.The Academy offers up to thirty fellowships for
periods ranging from six months to two years.
November 15, 2010
Yvar Mikhashoff Trust for New Music
Seeks joint composer and pianist applicants under the
age of 35 for their Pianist/Composer Commissioning
Project. Cash award to selected composer for the
composition of a new work for piano solo (with or
without electronics) of a minimum duration of 12 minutes, plus cash award to the pianist for the premiere
performance of the new work.
November 19, 2010
Austin Symphony
Seeks short, original, unperformed, unpublished orchestral scores (no electronics) from young
Texas composers, ages 18 and younger, for their 1st
Annual Young Composers Competition.
Performances and archival recording.
December 1, 2010
Akademie Schloss Solitude (Stuttgart) $$$
Seeks composer applicants for their fourth Summer
Academy residency program,August 5 - 22, 2011, in
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Opera Southwest (Albuquerque NM)
Seeks applications from U.S. composers for “a short
opera in English using original music as a tool for educating elementary through middle school audiences in
the areas of the sciences or humanities.” Cash commission, multiple performances during 2012-2013.
Operas must be under one hour in length and written
for up to five voices.There can be no chorus, and the
orchestra must be chamber size of up to 13 players
maximum (electronic component acceptable).
December 3, 2010
City Chorus (London, England) $$$
Seeks composers from around the world to apply for
their 90th birthday season commission for a new
work for adult mixed choir.“Our ‘ideal’ composer will
be able to write music that is original and exciting, yet
within the capability of our amateur singers.”
December 6, 2010
American Composers Orchestra
Seeks recent, unperformed, unread orchestral scores
(no concertos) under 15 minutes in duration from
U.S. or full-time U.S. resident composers at the early
stages of their careers for their 2011 Underwood
New Music Readings, June 3-5, 2011, in NYC.
December 5, 2010
Fordham University
Seeks scores from New York City area composers for
newly-composed songs to texts by Hart Crane (also
James Joyce) for possible performance on their Voices
Up series. Please submit PDF scores between
November 5 and December 5, 2010.
December 13, 2010
Longfellow Chorus (Portland, Maine) $$$
Seeks musical settings of Longfellow texts in two categories: 1) choral with piano
accompaniment, or a cappella, (additional obbligato bassoon if desired) and 2) alto song with
piano accompaniment, (additional obbligato bassoon if
desired). Cash prize, performance,
performance recording.

UnTwelve
Seek recent FLAC audio format submissions of new
works featuring new tunings, temperaments, and
microtonality that “reflect the potential of using tunings/temperaments other than 12-equal.” Cash award.
December 20, 2010
Trio de Magia (Valencia (Spain)
Seeks original, unpublished, unrecorded scores up to
17 minutes in duration for any combination of saxophone, piano and percussion (additional electronics
OK) from composers under the age of 30 for their
first Contest for Young Composers. Up to three
works may be selected for performance during their
2011 season.
December 31, 2010
Associazione dedalo ensemble
(Brescia, Italy) $$$
Seeks chamber scores for 1-8 performers (specified
instruments) for their International Composition
Competition “... a Camillo Togni.”“ Cash award and
performance.
International Federation for Choral Music
Seeks email submissions of original, short a cappella
choral scores (SATB or divided into as many as eight
parts, SSAATTBB) with a text, sacred or secular, in any
language, with a text on the theme of the peace, from
composers under the age of 35 on December 31,
2010, for their First International Competition for
Choral Composition “A Choral Work for Peace.”
Premiere performance, publication, promotion of winning piece.
NOISE
Seeks chamber scores for possible performance during the 2011 soundON Festival of Modern Music,
June 16-18, 2011 in La Jolla, California.“NOISE specializes in the performance of complexist music, grooveoriented and minimalist music, innovative textural
soundscapes and creative combinations of these.”
Composers of any age and nationality may submit
works of any duration for three to seven instruments
selected from the following: flute (picc/alto/bass), violin
(viola), cello, guitar (acoustic/electric), piano, percussion,
and one additional instrument of any kind. Works with
technology will be considered.

January 3, 2011

January 28, 2011
Junior Composers Institute $$$
Seeks up to 16 student musicians (age 14-19) applicants
for their Orchestra Composition
Workshop in Minneapolis, Minn., from September 2010
through June 2011 (over 10 intensive three-hour sessions every 3-5 weeks on Saturday afternoons from 25pm.The culminating event will be a public presentation
of new works read by the Minnesota Sinfonia in July
2011. Deadline for payment of the the fee for the
Workshop’s second term (February 2011 through June
2011) is January 28, 2011.

Volti
Seeks 1-2 recent sample scores (one must be vocal)
from U.S. composers under age 35 for their 2011 Choral
Arts Laboratory. Selected composer will be invited for
residency program and will compose an a cappella work
for professional chamber choir for performances in San
Francisco during 2011/12 season.Travel costs and accommodations provided as necessary.
Women Composers Festival of Hartford (Conn.)
Seeks submissions from women composers of proposals
and music for possible presentation in collaboration with
the Studio for Electronic Music, Inc (SEMI). Maximum
time duration is 10 minutes, works involving live performer(s) are acceptable if the composer can provide
her own musician(s). Multi-media submissions will be
considered with an explanation of technical requirements. Multi-channel works cannot exceed four channels.
January 7, 2011
University of St Andrews (Scotland)
Seeks an unperformed, unpublished piece of orchestral
music circa 9-12 minutes in length and playable by a high
quality amateur orchestra to celebrate their 600th
anniversary.Applicants must be either UK resident composers or composers studying in the UK who are under
the age of 30. Cash award and performance.
January 14, 2011
Leeds University Liturgical Choir
Seeks short, recent works for SATB choir and oboe for
their Choral Composition Competition. Cash award and
performance in the U.K.
January 15, 2010
Cincinnati Camerata $$$
Seeks short, original scores for 4 to 6 part mixed choir (a
cappella or with up to five instruments one of which may
be keyboard; no electronics)for their 2011 Choral
Composition Contest. Submitted works must not have
been previously performed in Ohio or Greater
Cincinnati. Cash prize and performances.

certos, choral works, or works with
electronic elements are eligible for this call.
Chamber Music Rochester
Seeks chamber scores for any combination of two to five
instruments (specifically: clarinet,
violins (up to 2), viola, cello, and bass) from New York
State student composers in two categories
(college level and high school level). Cash awards and
performances. Compositions may be up
to 15 minutes in duration.
February 11, 2011
Humboldt State University
Brass Chamber Music Workshop
Seeks original, previously unpublished, multi movement
work works for brass octet circa 10-12 minutes in length
for their 2011 Composition Contest. Cash award and
performances the July
2011 Brass Chamber Music Workshop, held in Arcata,
California, plus possible publication.

January 31, 2011
Bone Therapy Jan 2011
Seeks recent, short, original, unpublished scores for trombone ensemble (4-8 parts) of intermediate to advanced
grade intended skilled amateur players for their
Trombone Ensemble Composition Contest.“The pieces
should be accessible and help to popularize the trombone when played for general audiences.” Generous cash
awards, performance at the 40th Anniversary
International Trombone Festival in Nashville,Tenn and
possible publication. [
2011 Trust $$$
Seeks unpublished, unperformed, original settings of specific texts from the King James Bible
from composers under age 30 for their King James Bible
Composition Awards.Two categories of submissions:
anthem or song for up to four vocal parts (SATB) and
keyboard; anthem for an experienced choir (such as a
cathedral, well-resourced church or professional group)
in up to eight parts (SATB), unaccompanied or with
organ). Cash awards and performances in London (U.K.),
and publication. Please note:Applicants must register
online beginning May 1, 2010 before any submission of
scores.

North American Tuba Repertoire Initiative
Seeks representative scores and sample or tuba writing
from student composers for their 2012/2013 North
American Tuba Repertoire Initiative Commission. Cash
commission for a new multi-movement tuba sonata and
performances.Applicants must be an undergraduate or
graduate student at the time of the proposal.
February 15, 2011
Loudoun Symphony $$$
Seeks orchestral scores (no concertos) for their 2011
American Composers Competition. Open to all U.S. citizens or students currently studying in the United States.
No age limit.Cash prize and travel stipend to attend performance in Leesburg,Va. Submitted scores need not be
unperformed works, but preference for works with only
for a limited number of performances. Competition is
intended to give composers a 2nd or 3rd performance
of their works.
March 7, 2011
Vancouver Chamber Choir
Seeks original choral scores from composers ages 8-22
for their Young Composers’ Competition. Cash awards in
three age categories and performances of finalists in
Vancouver.

February 1, 1011

DuoSolo Foundation
Seeks recent, unperformed 8-12 minute chamber scores
from emerging composers under the age of 35 for
flute/piano duo inspired by on of the following themes:
sustainability, climate change, the environment, wildlife
protection. Cash prize, performance.

American Choral Directors Association
(ACDA) of Minnesota
Seeks sample scores and recordings from Minnesota
composers only interesting in commissions to write
short, original, choral compositions (secular text settings,
a capella, or with piano or solo instrument) in an appropriate difficulty level that will be debuted by ACDAMinnesota State Honor Choirs. February 1, 2011, deadline for grades 7-8 girl’s honor choir and grades 9-10 high
school honor choir.

Sorel Organization
Seeks unpublished scores for chorus and organ under 11
minutes from women composers for their Sorel
Medallion Choral Composition Contest. Cash prizes and
performance by Voices of Ascension in NYC, plus travel
stipend and accommodations to attend performance.

Butler County Symphony Orchestra $$$
Seeks original, circa 10 minute orchestral scores from
U.S. resident composers on the theme of
“space exploration.” Cash Award and performance at the
April 16, 2011 concert in Butler, Pa.
Preference will be given to unperformed works. No con-

March 31, 2011
Delta Omicron $$$
Seeks unpublished, unperformed works for French
horn and piano from composers of college age or
older for their Triennial Composition
Competition. Cash award and premiere performance at the 2012 International Delta Omicron
Conference.
April 8, 2011
New York Virtuoso Singers
Seeks a cappella scores for female chorus or
choral works twith piano from women composers
only for their 2011 Choral Composition
Competition. Performance in New York City 
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Renée B. Fisher Foundation and the Neighborhood
Music School
Seek applications from composers interested in writing
short piano works for required performance by young
pianists in each division — elementary and middle
school (Grade 8 & Below) and high school (Grades 912) — at its 2012 and 2013 piano competitions. Cash
commissions for four composers selected.

Lyrica Chamber Music and Osso String Quartet
Seeks unpublished, ubroadcast, unawarded string
quarte scores under 12 minutes from composers
under age 25 for their third annual Young Composers
Competition for String Quartet. Cash award, performance, and recording.

Symphony in C
Seeks short orchestral scores (no soloists) from composers under the age of 30 for their 2010/11 Young
Composers’ Competition. U.S. Citizens, permanent residents and current students at American schools may
apply. Performance on May 7, 2011, in Camden, N.J,
round-trip domestic airfare to attend rehearsals and concert, and possible inclusion in Presser rental library.

S o u n d i n g B o a rd

Albany Symphony
Seeks recent, unpublished, unperformed, short orchestral sores (no concertos, choral works, works with
excessive electronics) from U.S. composers or non-citizen composers permanently residing, or studying fulltime, in the U.S.Three finalists will be selected to
join the orchestra in March and May 2011 for
professional development and rehearsal/reading sessions.

Orchestra of Our Time $$$
Seeks short scores for chamber ensemble (any combination from a solo piece up to a maximum of 5 instruments consisting of string quartet, contra bass, trumpet,
clarinet, oboe, two percussionists, piano, flute, bassoon,
trombone and electronics. Prefer unpremiered scores.
5-10 scores from the readings will be selected for a performance in May 2011 in New York City.

A m e r i c a n C o m p o s e r s Fo r u m

TaiHei Ensemble
Seek PDF scores for voice and any instrument or
ensemble for possible performance on their Winter
2011 featuring mezzo-soprano Rebecca Stuhlbarg.
Sought are works “that incorporate the TaiHei
Ensemble’s theme of cross-cultural dialog in the Pacific
Rim.” Preference will be given to smaller groups, piano
and voice.

Stuttgart. 16 composers at various stages in their work
will be chosen to participat in Individual lessons,
evening presentations, and public performances of participants’ works by the Freiburg-based Ensemble
SurPlus. Some scholarships, partial scholarships, and
need-based scholarships are available.
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